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Digital-first financial services

Build new and stronger relationships with customers
seamlessly through digital channels and in-person.
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D I G I TA L - F I R S T B A N K I N G

Global change is
calling for a new type
of bank.

82%

of consumers are concerned
about going to their local bank
or grocery store.

Used digital more

70%

Technology and the volatile
global economy have changed
the de nition of trust and the
relationship of consumers with
banks. To increase penetration
and adoption of nancial
tools, traditional products and
services must evolve to align
with needs in real time.
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Yes, I am more inclined to try a new digital app
or website than before the covid-19 (by age)

Banks must capture
business
opportunities
solving for
customers that feel
left behind.

58%

Top three barriers for digital
adoption of elderly adults:
1. Uncertainty about technology
2. Lack of access
3. Safety concerns
Older Adults Technology Services

of older adults are more
inclined now to try a new
digital app or website than
before the pandemic.

Lightco

50%

of older adults feel the
need for assistance when
going online.
The Conversation

“The app is the primary

“Every experience should be

way I bank now. “

like Amazon and Uber.“

Digital transformation accelerated

Expectations are high

With a sudden closing of banks, customers have
been forced into relying on digital channels to
conduct regular activities. Everything from the basic
banking needs to special services shifted online.

The traditional branch model and the legacy digital
experiences are in question more than ever due to the
expectations for a seamless omnichannel experience and
a rising competition from FinTech startups.

D I G I TA L - F I R S T B A N K I N G

Leverage digital to make the bank “touchless”

Provide Video Teller Machines

Allow secure integration with

Integrate easy transactions into

Encourage virtual onboarding

Make scheduling easy for

(VTMs), or video calling

existing devices to overcome

customers’ favorite chat

through a fully digital process.

necessary in-person transactions

capabilities for those customers

friction during in-person

ecosystems such as WhatsApp,

Use 3rd-party APIs to verify

by booking advance

that require guidance or simply

transactions, e.g. using phone to

Facebook Messenger, and alike.

identity securely, pre- ll

appointments or providing

prefer a face-to-face experience

login at ATMs, PoS or branch

Frictionless transactions between

information already available for

visibility into the teller’s real time

while avoiding physical contact.

tellers to verify identity in a

different banks is table-stakes in

existing customers and allow

availability to avoid crowding.

contactless way.

the accelerated peer to peer

legally binding digital signatures

economy.

to save time and reduce hassle
for users.

DBS Singapore’s VTMs set in
soundproof booths reissue
debit cards for customers.
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Tapkey is an access platform
for property management
that allows door unlocking
with NFC.

Santander allows WhatsApp
users to send money to any
friend in their contact list.

Revolut’s account registration
process requires only 24 taps
through their app.

StoreQueue shows the
estimated wait for grocery
stores in real-time.

Build financial literacy through personalized programs

Use available data to give your

Offer nancial automation to

Seek out and offer exibility to

Incentivize customers through

Accelerate digital

customer insights allowing them

decrease effort needed to save,

eligible customers in the form

gami cation to get the most

transformation through

to make more informed

specially during nancial

of forbearances, deferrals or

out of their credit card. For

partnerships with ntech

downturns. Machine learning

late fees waivers to build

example, set payment goals and

companies to react in an agile

calculate affordability, or build

decreases decision-making and

stronger relationships during

reward them for paying off debts

way to real-time market needs.

savings plans leading to

monitoring burdens.

challenging times.

on time or for keeping debt

Synergies with digital natives

manageable.

brings added bene ts like

nancial decisions such as

healthier long term nancial
sustainability.

Wealthfront builds saving
plans by helping users
visualize their dream home
and its affordability.

reaching new customers.

Digit uses artificial
intelligence to automate
monthly savings by analyzing
the user’s financial habits.
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D I G I TA L - F I R S T B A N K I N G

AIG uses driving behavior to
identify eligible customers
for low-premium coverage.

Apple Card offers smart
payment suggestions and is
exploring virtual incentives
like badges to help users
meet financial goals.

Clarity Money uses AI to
help consumers lower
their bills, find a better
credit card or create a
savings account

D I G I TA L - F I R S T B A N K I N G

Bank the unbanked in developing markets
$

Integrate into existing habits to

Offer products designed for

Provide merchants digital tools

Compete with ntech

Meet them where they already

overcome bank adoption

newly banked users easing

to accept payments through

alternatives with better tools

are spending time, social

barriers for cash heavy

into new habits, e.g. prepaid

low-barrier tech like QR codes.

such as comparators integrated

media and other community

customers. Integrate payments

cards with cash-back rewards

Especially in developing markets,

into your ecosystem to win

hubs, to provide nancial

into day-to-day activities such as

incentivize users to move away

investing in POS equipment is a

wallet share, e.g. international

education through videos and

transportation, cellular plans,

from depending on cash.

high barrier that prevents

remittances rates calculator using

chatbots that increase literacy in

convenience for customers who

real-market data to offer best in

your products.

prefer digital payments.

market rates.

email, and SMS.

Tinvio consolidates B2B
payments through email, SMS,
and WhatsApp, creating a realtime digital ledger to track
invoices, fulfillment, & finances.
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Samsung pay encourages
use by offering rewards for
each transaction and special
purchases.

Todo Pago allows users to
make payments by
scanning the merchant’s QR
code in app.

TransferWise’s calculator
estimates the cost and savings
for target transfers by
comparing different banks.

Ellevest has live Q&A sessions
on Instagram TV about financial
investing for existing customers
and the general public

D EI G
S
C ITTI A
O LN- F I R S T B A N K I N G

The new banking experience
Title

Better financial
literacy

Transacting Physical

Growing with
customers

Extending the role of
the bank

Agile onboarding

Transacting Digital

Social media

Add on service

Chat app integration

Virtual Teller Machines (VTMs)

Encourage saving

Unite with ntechs

Use popular social media channels to

Partner with telecom companies to

Allow customers to transfer small

Remotely facilitate video

Give your clients visibility on their

Partner with fintechs who can react in

educate customers about banking

offer basic banking features as an

quantities of money through apps

conversations with customers at your

spending habits and suggest cuts in

a more agile way to build brand

concepts and your products.

addition to a postpaid plan.

such as WhatsApp or Messenger.

branch through VTMs.

certain categories.

equity and bring new client facing
services to market.

Chatbots

Prepaid cards

e-Wallets

Phone as ID validation

Smart Purchases

Rethink the branch

Implement SMS or WhatsApp

Allow customers to open a basic

Create basic e-wallets to facilitate

Enable your customers to use the

Use data to allow your customers to

Explore new formats that resemble

chatbots that can answer simple

account through the purchase of a

money transfers between different

technology in their smartphone to

make more informed purchase

common spaces in clients’ daily lives

product questions.

prepaid card.

banks and countries, as well as

validate their identity at ATMs.

decisions for a car or a house.

such as a cafe, coworking space, or

payments to merchants through QR

social media.

codes.

Remote assistance

Remote onboarding

Incentives

Transportation cards

Think ahead

Include mobile video call capabilities

Create a simple onboarding process

Offer incentives such as cash back or

Partner with mass transportation

Anticipate to customers’ lifestage

for those clients that prefer to talking

that allows signing up for a basic

rewards for those willing to transact

companies to enable customers

needs and then reach out, to create

to a person.

account through an app or web app.

in a digital way instead of using cash.

paying with their transit pass at

added value.

selected commerces.
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Methodology to
accelerate impact
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HOW WE CAN HELP

Accelerating Transformation for Immediate Results
Day 1

Day 2-3

Day 4-5

Week 2

Week 3-X

Analysis of the current business
and market context.

Brainstorming sessions to rede ne
value propositions and pipeline.

De ne MVP features/functionalities
and success metrics.

Analysis of the current value
proposition, and planned pipeline.

Create solution canvases to de ne
ROI potential, and key
assumptions.

Design mockups/prototypes to
test MVP hypotheses and
assumptions.

Run limited pilot to gather data to
measure success: customer value,
ROI potential.

De ne scaling plan identifying
technology, operational, and
human resource needs.
Build and implement in design,
engineering and strategy sprints.

Prioritize solutions to pick the top
1-2 to prototype.

De ne plan to generate demand
during pilot.

Iterate prototype features to make
rapid adjustments in value
proposition.

Current business model canvas

Pipeline reprioritization

Pilot results and learnings

Market scaling

Customer journey map

Redefined value propositions

Physical/digital MVP
prototypes

Challenges + opportunities map

Solution canvases for ROI

Redefining Value
Prop + Pipeline

Defining the
Challenge

Map customer journey and identify
pain points.

Prototype Strongest
Value Propositions

Market Pilot to
Gather Data

Optimize, Scale for
Full Launch

DELIVERABLES
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Pilot testing plan

HOW WE CAN HELP

Relevant Propelland Experience

BANK OF THE WEST DIGITAL DESIGN
De ned the vision and designed the mobile
app to differentiate it from the typical bank
apps, helping customers to quickly
understand and take control of their nances.

BBVA P2P PAYMENTS PRODUCT DESIGN
Designed and helped launch a modern peer
to peer payments service for the bank in an
emerging market enabling payments to
individuals as well as businesses.
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+

BBVA VUI AND CHATBOT DESIGN
Co-designed and validated the ideal banking
Voice User Interface for the Mexican market
which inspired an Alexa skill and an in-app
chatbot.

VERTI CAR INSURANCE SERVICE DESIGN
Uncovered user needs through a qualitative
user study for a new car insurance service
targeted at digital native millennials, and
created a new fully digital insurance service
that is desirable.

SANTANDER- UNIVERSITY CARD DESIGN
Redesigned the TUI universities product
identifying new use-cases for expanding the
value proposition that Santander offers for
new students.

BNP PARIBAS SMART HOME INSURANCE
Created an insurance plan that leverages
smart home technology to detect changes to
the property. Built a digital neighborhood
network to detect and report suspicious
activity.

propelland is a global strategy, design, and engineering
firm helping companies transform and grow.
we bring to life products, services, and ideas that
add value to people’s lives.
www.propelland.com

San Francisco

Madrid

Bogotá

610 22nd St #316
San Francisco, California 94107, USA
helloSF@propelland.com

Glorieta de Quevedo, 5D
28015 Madrid
helloMAD@propelland.com

Calle 81 #11-08
Bogotá 110221, Colombia
helloCO@propelland.com

Mexico city

Monterrey

Shanghai

Volcán 150, # 202, Lomas de Chapultepec,
Mexico City 11000, Mexico
helloMX@propelland.com

Boulevard Díaz Ordaz 333
San Pedro Garza García, Nuevo León

135 Yanping Rd.
Jing’an, Shanghai, P.R. China

helloMX@propelland.com

helloCH@propelland.com
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